Identity of the Suspect in Cyber Sabotage

Abstract

[Purpose] The purpose of the study is to identify means and measures to counteract and prevent cyber sabotage.

[Methodology] The research is based on a systematic approach and logical tools (description, analysis, synthesis, induction, deduction, etc.). Special scientific, general scientific, and philosophical methods are applied.

[Findings] The study analyses the possible motives of the suspect in cyber sabotage and unifies classification approaches. Attention is focused on information support for the interrogation of a suspect in cyber sabotage by an investigator to learn the identity of the suspect. Certain features of the sources of obtaining information about a person suspected of committing cyber sabotage are noted. The general characteristics and features of the identity of a cyber sabotage suspect cannot be considered outside the context of other socially dangerous attacks in cyberspace. The development of mechanisms for countering cybercrime in Ukraine continues.

[Value] The practical significance of the study is determined in the list of measures and means proposed by the authors to reduce the risk of cyber sabotages and eliminate their harmful consequences.
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INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, cybercrime is the most dynamically developing type of socially dangerous attacks in the world and in Ukraine. Over the past ten years, there has been an increase in this type of crime exponentially. During 2020, more than 5000 cybercrimes were registered in Ukraine, 106 persons involved in criminal proceedings were detained (In 2020, the National Police…, 2021). The prerequisites for this increase are the availability of computer knowledge, a growing level of integration of technologies into the economy and public life, technological progress (improving the technical characteristics of equipment combined with reducing the price of it), insufficient level of security of information processes, cross-border (no state borders in cyberspace), an increase in the Internet, telecommunications, and other types of networks (the ability to connect to them via ordinary telephone lines), improvement of network technologies, an increase in the number of users (their low legal awareness, disregard for the rules of cyber hygiene, non-compliance with the policy of code (password) and information security), corruption component, hyperlatedness (fear of victims losing their reputation, revealing their security schemes, exposing their own illegal actions) etc (DE FRÉMINVILLE, 2020; GETMAN et al., 2019). Cyber threats against unauthorised interference, distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks, the spread of malicious software (including one that can automatically type all alphanumeric combinations based on the principle of a random number generator for setting a password), internet fraud, the establishment of hidden access for the purpose of future control to the use of fake twin sites, simulation programmes, chatbots, cloud technologies, and many others are also being modified. In this context, cyber-attacks on the public sector are also increasing, which, considering modern threats and challenges, slow down positive development trends and threaten both society and the state. Illegal access or distortion of computer information can disrupt the operation of state security systems and lead to material damage and human casualties (RYCHKA, 2019).

Modern information technologies and the latest software not only affect economic processes, and therefore politics and overall society, but also provide new and more advanced opportunities for committing previously unknown offences, or committing traditional crimes by non-trivial methods and means. However, there is a limit of the law that is mandatory for both the real and virtual world (BILENCHUK, 2001). The identity of the criminal is the source of the crime, and therefore, the analysis of thinking, characteristics, and specific features of the person suspected of committing cyber sabotage play an important role in forming the trace picture of this crime. The study is significantly complicated by the lack of an unambiguous assessment of "cyber incidents" in national legislation (usually they are conditionally interpreted as a way of committing), the dispersion
of factual and objective information about these individuals in the reports of various law enforcement departments of Ukraine, the hyper-diversity and atypicality of ways and means of committing cyber sabotages (TACIJ et al., 2014). Therefore, the work of law enforcement agencies to detect, investigate, and prevent crimes in this area in a timely manner requires further adequate organisational, managerial, and forensic means and measures to counteract and intensively introduce innovations.

The above causes an urgent need for further study in this area to clarify certain scientific provisions in order to improve the methodology for investigating crimes of this category, establish productive interaction between law enforcement agencies, strengthen criminal legal protection, and criminal liability, require analysis and addition of the arsenal of countering the commission of cyber sabotages (DENYSOVA, 2003; LUTSENKO, 2017; BORYSOVA et al., 2019). Liability for criminal offences in the use of electronic computers (computers), systems and computer networks and telecommunication networks are provided for in Chapter 16 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine. If the violation of automated systems is associated with the commission of more serious crimes (for example, sabotage, espionage, theft of property, etc.), the actions of the perpetrators are qualified according to the totality of crimes (BORYSOVA, 2006). The purpose of the study is to identify means and measures to counteract and prevent cyber sabotage.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

The study applied special scientific, general scientific, and philosophical methods. This allowed comprehensively considering the subject matter. Using the dialectical method, the process of developing criminological knowledge about the identity of a cybercriminal in general and a person suspected of committing cyber sabotage, in particular, was considered. The use of a criminological approach to the investigation of a person suspected of committing cyber sabotage is complex, since it covers sociological, criminal-legal, psychological, and pedagogical aspects of scientific analysis. The use of methods of analysis, synthesis, induction, and deduction identified socio-demographic, criminal-legal, and moral and psychological features of a person suspected of cyber sabotage, forming a list of measures and means of countering and preventing cyber sabotages.

Criminological and criminalistic sources were analysed using various methods of legal interpretation and in the context of the hermeneutical method of scientific knowledge. This facilitated an in-depth analysis of the subject matter. The logical and semantic approach was used to analyse classification systems and types of cyber criminals. The scientific conclusions were confirmed using the statistical method.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

When qualifying crimes related to computer equipment, it is necessary to consider not only the general rules for qualifying crimes, but also some specifics of crimes inherent only in such acts. The object will be especially important for the qualification, that is, the identity of the criminal and their forensic characteristics. Computer criminals are colloquially referred to as "hackers", "software crackers", and "phreakers". A hacker is a highly qualified IT (information technology) professional who understands the intricacies of computer software. A cracker is an IT professional who hacks security systems (including software protection), software, creates or modifies hacking, and much more. The result of hackers is deliberate cracks, which are programmes that allow hacking software. Software crack is usually suitable for mass production. In fact, a crack is the epitome of a type of hacking, most often it is a general patch (information intended for automatically making certain changes to computer files). In most cases, software crack does not have the source code of the programme, so the disassembler and debugger investigate the programme using special utilities (MAYER LUX & VERA VEGA, 2020). A phreaker is a person who is engaged in phreaking. This term is also used for people who use the phone for their illegal actions in order to psychologically influence the end user.

Recently, phreaking is understood as various ways of hacking electronic systems, such as bank security systems and access control systems. As a consequence of the above, these individuals have special knowledge and practical skills in the field of computer technology and are at least computer users. In a computer information crime against a legal entity, the perpetrator or accomplice (accomplice) is usually an employee of this institution or organisation. These are computer operators, peripherals and communications equipment; programmers; system administrators; electronics engineers; database administrators; network security specialists, civil servants and other persons who have access to computer information and equipment, their networks. Competitors or industrial spies, and
professional criminals and cyberterrorists, can pose a serious threat to network security. Representatives of these groups are engaged in illegal activities from corporate espionage to extremely dangerous sabotage of computer systems of vital objects. In recent years, the investigation of the identity of a criminal in global computer networks has faced a significant increase in criminal activity on the part of hackers. Not only in identifying the fact of committing a cyber sabotage after the fact (according to experts, 90% of cases of crime detection are generally due to chance), but also in investigating this type of crime, there are certain difficulties. It is quite difficult to identify, record, and seize criminally significant information when performing investigative actions for use as material evidence (CHERNIKOV, 2018). Most of this information can be obtained by using profiling methods both when identifying a cybercriminal and to prevent illegal actions. Since a wide range of people are involved in cybercrime, the establishment of a database of typical profiles of cyber criminals and the study of their general features allows optimising the process of narrowing the circle of suspects.

Speaking about the personality of criminals, it is important to emphasise that this type of person is characterised by a high level of intellectual development, unusual thinking, professionalism, fanatical attitude to new computer technologies, ingenuity, rich imagination, and secrecy. As a rule, the criminal among the employees of the organisation is an exemplary employee with appropriate training. Such persons have not previously committed any criminal offences. Often these are managers of various ranks who have leadership roles, but are not directly responsible for specific areas of work with computer information. Most often, crimes in the field of computer information are committed by stable criminal groups that are characterised by mobility, high technical equipment, a clear distribution of roles, expressed self-serving motivation and a well-thought-out system for hiding traces of criminal activity (CHERNIAYVSKYI et al., 2019). The greatest danger and difficulties for detection and disclosure are criminal groups, which include highly qualified specialists with special knowledge in the field of secret obtaining and protection of computer information. Most of the crimes committed by these subjects remain latent.

The vast majority of offenders are adults, with an almost uniform distribution by age. It should also be noted that the vast majority of those who have committed these types of offences have higher or secondary special education. As for the gender characteristics of the attacker, it can be stated that criminal offences in the field of computer information are committed mainly by men. In the current period, a large number of people, both non-professional and highly qualified specialists, will be involved in the commission of computer crimes. At the same time, all of them have different social status and level of education, which already allows them to be divided into two large groups – these
are both people who are in an employment or other employment relationship with the victim, and people who do not have a corresponding connection with the victim. The first group should include employees who abuse their position. These are different types of clerks, security guards, supervisors, people who deal with organisational issues, engineering and technical personnel.

Computer security experts believe that amateur hackers are the most numerous, but the least dangerous. They account for up to 80% of all computer attacks. But these people are not interested in a specific target, but in the attack process itself, and they enjoy overcoming defence systems. For the most part, their actions can be easily stopped, since amateur hackers prefer not to take risks and avoid problems with the law. Most people of this type were connected to computers at school. Knowledge of computer technology is limited to one or two programming languages. The installation of criminal behaviour among amateurs happens spontaneously, mainly under the influence of a random chain of successful and unsuccessful "hacks" of security programmes on other computers. The consolidation of this attitude occurs under the influence of the "authoritative opinion of senior comrades", which they express after communicating with the "newcomer" in the network "lobbies". As the level of professionalization increases, amateurs acquire a deeper, more systematic knowledge of computer technology, programming languages, solid skills and abilities in working with networks, software, etc. This is related to the actual acquisition of higher technical education. They are already specialists. People in this group are psychologically more balanced, have a well-developed system of thoughts and values, but are not yet very ambitious. In most cases, the criminal "career" of such a group of people is transformed from an amateur "career" or developed by entering the criminal environment, for example, with the help and support of "professional" friends. The main areas of criminal activity of "specialists" are network hacking, actions in operations to obtain confidential information using powerful data protection systems, economic and mental espionage.

One of the most important elements for identifying a cybercriminal is motivation, the definition of which can provide information about the needs, interests, and characteristics of the suspect. Motives can be the following: political, ideological (for example, as a form of protest, so-called "hacktivists"); hooligan motives; self-serving (commercial calculation, thirst, material interests); sexual motive; obtaining specific items that have a special value in the cyber world or a higher unofficial social status, competition, technical challenge, struggle between human and artificial intelligence; the desire to have fun, assert themselves, prove intellectual abilities, curiosity, game; research, experiments on the study of software and technical electronic devices, networks, search for weaknesses, opportunities for them use and elimination; manifestations of sadism, painful imagination, pathological predisposition to destructive influence on
society and public relations, obtaining moral satisfaction from the scale of destructive consequences; revenge (for example, for troubles at work), personal hostility; negligence, etc. (SHULZHENKO & ROMASHKIN, 2021). Sometimes the motives are complex or complementary to the main ones. The prerequisites for cyber sabotage are the following objective and subjective circumstances:

1. Wide development of the high-tech industry and significant spread of computer technologies among the population;
2. Availability of specialities in higher educational institutions that train students with the instillation of subject knowledge, programming skills, and knowledge;
3. Influence of the family and non-family environment on the process of becoming the culprit of computer information;
4. Actual impunity of persons who have committed computer crimes due to the high latency of these illegal actions, the lack of proper training of law enforcement officers involved in criminal proceedings on this category of crimes.

No less informative is the professional operation of investigative types of classifications of cyber criminals. For example, depending on their motives, they are divided into: hackers, criminals, vandals (In 2020, the National Police..., 2021). Depending on the purpose of committing a criminal offence, and the scope of application of professional skills, cyber criminals are conditionally divided into four groups: those who "crack" codes and passwords more through curiosity and self-affirmation, trying to find out what will happen for this (usually teenagers, students), by their actions they create serious obstacles to the normal operation of networks and computers; persons who are engaged in targeted theft of new software that is distributed for a fee. Characteristic of this category is the establishment of stable groups with a clear distribution of responsibilities among their members: some crack security codes and passwords, others are engaged in their implementation; computer hooligans who spread computer viruses that destroy software; criminals who hunt for confidential information, sometimes on order, receiving material remuneration for this.

In the specialised literature, there are a large number of other classifications of cyber criminals according to: age characteristics; professional and qualification characteristics (the most difficult to investigate are cases of combining professions); type of labour relations with the affected party; signs of employment; state of health, mental changes; gender characteristics; repeatability of criminal actions (recidivism); individual psychological traits; the ability to access information, the nature of encroachment on it; the method and purpose of committing; social status in society; the scope of crime; the state of awareness of
crime actions (often the criminal is not able to fully foresee the consequences of their actions, which depend on many subjective and objective factors. This applies to professional violators of the operating modes of equipment, whose unintentional actions can lead to less serious consequences than a planned cyber-attack); the number of performers, etc. At the stage of preparing for the interrogation of a cyber sabotage suspect, the investigator needs to conduct information support, investigate the suspect's identity and carry out planning. The main tasks of the interrogation are: identification of elements of the composition of cybercrime; establishment of its circumstances, method, motives, accompanying circumstances; identification of signs of cybercrime; establishment of the method of its concealment.

Next, the study considers the investigation of the identity of a suspect in cyber sabotage. Information is to be established by traditional investigative means: biographical data, previous activities (educational, labour); individual psychological characteristics (assigned forensic psychological and/or forensic psychiatric examination, visual observation is conducted, sources of open information are analysed for the study of professional interests, interests, hobbies, attitude to social phenomena, approval of criminal behaviour, etc. (sources of Information: groups in social networks, free ads); special and professional skills (pattern in crime of cyber criminals, which is expressed in certain ways, methods and techniques committing cybercrime, they can be detected by an involved specialist based on the analysis of the technology and method of obtaining illegal remote access (more often cyber criminals prefer to intercept information when transmitting it via telecommunications channels and computer networks, rather than directly entering the premises), establishing important technical data (IP (internet protocol), email address, mobile phone number); features of the subject of encroachment (for example, banking or commercial information); interaction with the victim or the affected organisation; time and place of the crime.

The investigator conducts research and compares data about a person from different sources. Thus, scientific studies on individuals who had information about those who committed cybercrime note that in 31% of cases other people had information about the plans of the criminal; in 64% of cases – colleagues, in 21% – friends, in 14% – family members, in 14% – accomplices (GVOZDETSKA e IZMAYLOV, 2016). Usually, cyber criminals think through their actions in advance and take measures to hide them. If the preparation for the commission of a crime takes place without the involvement of unauthorised persons, the search history in the browser or information from witnesses regarding the search for special literature or special software tools by the suspect may become informative. During the interrogation, as in a normal interview, the investigator should identify contradictions, lies in the testimony, identify the person's attitude to the crime and be prepared for intellectual opposition from the criminal. The investigator and
specialist should pay particular attention to the unsystematic unjustified destruction of obstacles (including in cyberspace), the absence of traces in places where logically they should be (staging), the nature of hacking (may indicate penetration from the inside of the room/internal server of the organisation). According to a study by IDG (International Data Group) Corporation, 88% of cases of information theft occur through employees of firms and only 12% – through external penetration using special means (YAKIMOVA e BOROVIKOVA, 2016).

Therefore, the main danger is caused by internal users (or with their help). They commit 94% of crimes, while external crimes – only 6% (AIKOV e SEIGER e FONSTORCH, 1999). Notably, deliberate destruction of information is most often carried out by former employees or employees of the organisation in order to conceal other crimes or negligence. In cyber extortion, the criminal has access to information that is used when threatening the victim. The peculiarities of the interrogation of a perpetrator of cyber sabotage are the high intellectual level, the special psychological make-up of the interrogators, and the complex technical nature of the questions to be clarified. Recently, there has been a tendency to complicity in group cyber-attacks. Judicial practice shows that 38% acted independently, 62% – as part of organised groups and terrorist communities (SHEPITKO e ZHURAVEL, 2017). The most dangerous due to the ability to organise and commit cyber sabotage are organised groups of corrupt representatives of various state structures, special services that have almost unlimited financial capabilities, independently regulate and control Internet traffic, highly professional, educated, can enjoy the support of legislation and local authorities.

In order to prevent cybercrime, including cyber sabotage, the following technical and organisational measures can be implemented: periodic inspection of equipment for unauthorised access, statistical analysis of traffic to detect anomalies (with the help of a specialist or special software); maintaining a register, database of cyber criminals; introducing mandatory identification and verification of the Internet users; limiting the circle of intermediaries; constant testing and improvement of programmes for the state of protection of users' rights, especially in the field of public services; improving the protection of electronic digital signatures of users; informing internet users about the rules of cyber hygiene, risks and possible cyber threats (including in the cloud environment); establishing rules on the tactics of internet users' actions for typical, atypical and suspicious actions of unauthorised persons in cyberspace (recommendations); establishing technical and other types of restrictions (for example, setting network filters, using a virtual private network), etc. High requirements are also imposed on the investigator of the fact of cyber sabotage, they must have training at the level of a professional programmer or system administrator, be able to use the
appropriate software, understand the internal mechanisms of systems and networks, be able to use certified software tools during a search and when collecting physical evidence.

CONCLUSIONS

Cybercrime is becoming more and more global, the latest technologies are turning real criminals into anonymous ones, and the ease of getting rich quickly attracts more and more people to join this criminal activity. Lack of demand for creative potential combined with ignorance of all the consequences of illegal actions – on the one hand, cold professionalism – on the other. These are just common features of cyber criminals. Their technical armament, knowledge, and skills far exceed the capabilities of law enforcement agencies, so improving law enforcement systems is becoming more difficult and expensive. Since the conditions of cyberspace differ significantly from real ones, in order to establish the process of occurrence of criminal intent, its nature, and the degree of public danger of the criminal, there is also a need to classify criminals depending on various subjective and objective factors. Prevention of cybercrime is based on measures aimed at reducing the risk of committing such crimes and neutralising harmful consequences for society and the public and private sectors. Effective counteraction combines a complex of legal (legislative), technical, organisational, and informational measures.

At the legislative level in Ukraine, many issues in the field of countering cybercrime remain unresolved. These are, first of all, gaps in the current legislation in the field of: information technologies, electronic proof, prevention and counteraction to the legalisation of proceeds from cybercrime, and the lack of sufficient investigative and judicial practice in criminal cases on the fact of cyber sabotage and single information and legal space that ensures legal awareness of all structures of society and each citizen separately. Advanced legal regulation can also be provided by: highlighting cyber sabotage and other crimes committed using computer technologies (cyber sabotage, unauthorised collection of information, cyber stalking, cyber investigation) in a separate group of illegal acts in the criminal law, strengthening criminal liability for cybercrime; improving the mechanism for recognising electronic documents and other data as an evidence base in the investigation of cybercrime; clear regulation of interaction between law enforcement agencies. Difficulties in obtaining the necessary amount of information about the identity of the criminal are associated with their high latency, as noted above. These issues are rarely brought to the attention of law enforcement agencies, which allows tracking the characteristics of the criminal introduced in the form of technical developments. However, it is possible to use the above to create a portrait that meets modern realities. Paradoxically, attracting
hackers to socially useful work can also help law enforcement agencies, as one of the measures to prevent computer crimes and solve those already committed.
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